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Abstract—The retinal vasculature has a vital role in predicting chronic diabetic and hypertensive retinopathy. Recently, the advent of deep learning algorithms has brought a revolution in ocular disease prediction. The researchers frequently design complex and intricate techniques to efficiently segment vessels, micro-vessels and achieve better response on publicly available benchmark datasets. This article has designed an attention-guided neural system to extract vascular tree and distinguish it in arteries and veins. The proposed learning protocol with a minimalist approach can compete with state-of-the-art work without a performance compromise. Our method has achieved a promising response on numerous retinal image datasets. The pitfall of previously proposed work is also addressed through the self-defined assessment criteria. The in-depth analysis highlights that the underlying problem is unsolved for unseen data with different distribution than training. Our method is cross-validated to report the performance loss by keeping diversity in data selection. The technique is further applied for the arteries and veins extraction. Our effort can be adapted as an efficient vision-critical platform to scan and localize retinal damage and diagnose the disease symptoms early to prevent vision impairment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning has received great appreciation from the AI community for a diverse range of applications. The main application includes image segmentation, classification, detection, restoration, and registration. The appearance of intelligence and efficient deep learning algorithms has revolutionized healthcare diagnostics. The core idea is to extract valuable features, anatomical structures, and corresponding regions of interest for early disease prediction [1]. The underlying article emphasized the application of deep learning for ocular disease prediction. It is found that many ocular and systemic diseases manifest themselves in the retina. The retinal image analysis can uncover the symptoms of many sight-threatening diseases like diabetic retinopathy (DR) and hypertensive retinopathy (HR) for restraining vision loss [2]. The DR is common in people facing diabetes. It weakens the inner surface of vessels and causes vascular occlusion with an excessive amount of blood sugar. It may transform into neovascularization in an advanced stage by producing new fragile micro-vessels that eventually cut off the blood supply to nourish the retina. Similarly, in HR, chronic hypertension causes vessels to become thick and fragile and prevent blood from reaching the retina. The condition is referred to as arterial and venous occlusion. The extended force in arteries and veins produces vessel rupture, and eventually, blood and other fluids leak into the retina. The people with HR are potentially at a high risk of stroke and cardiac arrest. Typically during retinopathy examination, the subject pupils are dilated with special eye drops followed by injecting fluorescein into the body to capture DR and HR symptoms. The process is painful and error-prone, especially in the early stages. The underlying article has proposed a method for automated retinopathy (DR, HR) detection to help ophthalmologists in examining patients facing chronic diabetes and hypertension. Our method can be deployed as an assistive tool and play a vital part in preventing vision impairment.

A. Related Work

A dual-residual stream-based semantic model is developed in [3] for HR and DR diagnosis. It comprises internal and outer residual skip-paths to assure feature re-use and produce direct spatial edge information. Pires et al. developed a multi-scale convolution network with robust feature-extractor and data augmentation techniques for data-driven DR analysis [4]. [5] used image-level annotations to detect lesions for screening DR. Shankar et al. performed histogram-based segmentation with SDL model to extract potential regions [6]. The method classified mid and small-sized vessels by iteratively traversing the range of potential solutions. A method proposed in [7] has developed a bi-modal clinical decision system for vessels and optic nerve head analysis. The first module used a support vector machine with RBF kernel for A/V classification and ratio calculation, whereas, the second module performed analysis to detect the symptoms of papilledema. A multi-layered convolutional architecture with deep residual learning network is developed to detect HR-related ocular disease [8].

In [9], the authors designed a method to find the impact of deep learning in predicting hypertension, hyperglycemia, and dyslipidemia. The article [10] analyzed graphs extracted from vascular tree to classify in arteries and veins. The decision is made through graph nodes and graph links. In [11], a pixel classification with inter-subject normalization and intra-image regularization is used for A/V classification. The discriminating properties are captured using first and second-order texture features. The authors in [12] developed the topological graph-theoretic paradigm to discriminate arteries from veins.

B. Motivation and Contributions

The principal motivation behind this effort is to reveal that the vessel extraction task, even with simple architectural design, can compete with state-of-the-art work without performance compromise and show that the model experiences the worst response when tested with unseen data distribution. These facts forced us to make the following contributions:

1) We have developed a minimalistic attention-guided neural system for vessels and micro-vessels extraction to early detect the retinal damage caused by chronic diabetic and hypertensive retinopathy.

2) We defined model assessment criteria to overcome the shortcomings of the work previously proposed and verified our method with seven distinct fundus image datasets, publicly available with different resolutions, capturing angles, and focal points.

3) We conducted a cross-data experiment to prove that the performance of a model degrades when trained on one dataset and tested for other with different distribution.

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In this article, a deep attention-guided neural architecture is designed, shown in Fig. 1. The network is defined in two halves. The first portion extracts the retinal vessels that are used by the second part as an input attention map to focus more on the local regions of interest. The training protocol described in Algorithm 1 is identical for all datasets used in our experiment. The standard data augmentation technique is applied on resized fundus images for producing additional synthetic data to avoid data scarcity. The architecture contains bi-phase encoding decoding structure. The depth increases through encoding and reduces as it passes through the decoding module. In contrast, the input dimension drops in the contraction path to function around key feature representations using max-pool operation; however, it gets back to its original shape with transpose convolution in the expansion path. The experiment has performed 4000 iterations by adjusting the number of cycles separately for each dataset. Every cycle is ex-

Algorithm 1 Learning Protocol

| Input: Fundus Images (X,Y) |
| Output: Model (m̂) that produces segmentation maps |

```
Start
l = \{φ\}
X = Array[x₁, x₂, ..., xₙ]
function data_train(Irgb)
  for (xᵢ in range X) do
    dᵢ = Invoke weget(xᵢ)
    l.append(dᵢ)
  for (∀d in l) do
    Process d to produce file in CSV format
    Resize each sample in nₓn dimension
    Perform image augmentation
  foreach (cycle in range 1−k) do
    for (∀batch in dᵢ) do
      Train model(m) for t epochs
      Update parameters(Θ) of m
      if (loss is constant for η epochs) then
        Upgrade learning_rate(λ) until 10⁻⁸
      else
        Continue()
  return (m̂)
End
```
executed for 50 epochs with a constant batch-size of 4 and ReLU activation function. The cross-entropy loss function and Adam optimizer are used to minimize the cost of predictions, given by \( \Delta \theta = -\lambda \hat{n}_t / \sqrt{\hat{v}_t + \varepsilon} \) where, \( \hat{n}_t = m_t / (1 - \beta^t_1) \) and \( \hat{v}_t = v_t / (1 - \beta^t_2) \) with \( \beta_1 = 0.9, \beta_2 = 0.999 \). The learning rate (\( \lambda \)) is initialized with \( \lambda = 10^{-2} \) and gradually changed using cosine-law until approaches to \( \lambda = 10^{-8} \). The network is assessed by excluding insignificant pixels outside the field-of-view with a negligible likelihood of being a vessel. The experiment made a decision of train/test split based on the presence of official data partitioning. In datasets without any visible split, we used previous literature to conduct a least favorable split in contrast to applying leave-one-out and multi-fold cross-validation strategies. A cross-data performance is reported for multiple retinal image datasets without any preprocessing and hyperparameter tuning. It helped prevent undermining the service of our approach for extracting retinal vasculature and differentiating arteries from veins in 2D imaging environment.

III. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

A. Data and System Configuration

In a designed experiment, we have acquired data from multiple resources. The network is trained on three publicly available fundus image datasets DRIVE [20], HRF [21], and CHASEDB [22]. The DRIVE dataset comes with a standard train/test split; however, for the other two datasets, we used the partitioning strategy defined in [23]. In an experiment, 15 images from HRF and 8 images of CHASEDB are used for model training and validation. The remaining images are kept for testing. The cross-data examination is performed using four additional datasets, namely STARE [24], DR-HAGIS [25], AV-WIDE [26], and LES-AV [27]. The data came in different resolutions and image quality, captured under diverse luminance conditions. The system configured an 8th generation intel processor with 16 GB primary memory and the NVIDIA 1070 GPU operated with 64-bit Windows operating system.

B. Evaluation and Cross-data Analysis

The proposed method performance is primarily evaluated through DICE and AUC metrics and results are provided in Table III. It is compared with multiple vessel segmentation techniques published recently for catering to a similar problem. When we observed our method, it is found that it surpasses by a massive margin to most of previously proposed work with least number of parameters. It is significant to mention that the proposed method with less complex end-to-end image-based architecture has achieved promising response for both vessels and A/V segmentation. The utility of a method can only be concluded if it is exhaustively tested on data different from the training resource. In order to justify this element, we performed a cross-data experiment, shown in Fig. 2. The model trained on the DRIVE dataset produced segmentations for six other fundus image datasets discussed in the previous section, including the unseen DRIVE test-set. Similarly, the process is repeated for CHASEDB and HRF datasets. The performance is analyzed and cross-data results are reported in Table I and Table II. The method is also applied for A/V segmentation. It classified every image pixel as artery, vein, or background pixel. The model trained on DRIVE is tested with HRF, DR-HAGIS, and LES-AV datasets. The results are provided in Table III and illustrated in Fig. 4. It is found from an exhaustive analysis that the test sets with similar distribution, quality, and dimension to the training set have shown excellent response. Nonetheless, the performance degrades for the data with a different arrangement, depicted in Fig. 3. The worst response of HRF and DR-HAGIS is due to the higher image resolution than DRIVE and CHASEDB. Similarly, AV-WIDE has ultra-widefield images that capture the retina at a different angle. Also, the LES-AV images are more focused to the optic-disc region than a macula. However, the STARE, CHASEDB, and DRIVE are close in nature and centered across macula, sustaining excellent response in the cross-validation process.

![Fig. 2. Predictions on benchmark fundus image dataset. (a) STARE, (b) LES-AV, (c) HRF, (d) DRIVE, (e) DR-HAGIS, (f) AV-WIDE, (g) CHASEDB.](image-url)
The article developed an attention-guided network to extract vascular tree, arteries, and veins. The idea behind this work is to promote a system that early examines the variations and damage in vessels caused by retinopathy. The recent effort has over-complicated the system architectures by searching for absolute novelty only to accumulate small performance damage in vessels caused by retinopathy. The recent effort is to promote a system that early examines the variations and vascular tree, arteries, and veins.

Fig. 3. The ROC plots of our method trained on (a) DRIVE, (b) CHASEDB, (c) HRF and evaluated for all acquired benchmark datasets.

Fig. 4. Segmentation of arteries and veins. Top-to-bottom sequence depicts the prediction results obtained from DRIVE, HRF and LES-AV datasets.

Table II:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>DICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE</td>
<td>CHASEDB</td>
<td>0.9449</td>
<td>0.9526</td>
<td>0.8759</td>
<td>0.9741</td>
<td>0.7618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HRF</td>
<td>0.9312</td>
<td>0.9391</td>
<td>0.8528</td>
<td>0.9603</td>
<td>0.6937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DR-HAGIS</td>
<td>0.9462</td>
<td>0.9539</td>
<td>0.8791</td>
<td>0.9760</td>
<td>0.7114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AV-WIDE</td>
<td>0.9439</td>
<td>0.9508</td>
<td>0.8518</td>
<td>0.9672</td>
<td>0.6808</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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